
Accurate, real-time, conductor clearance measurement device for facility 
ratings, compliance and dynamic line rating applications.
The Lindsey TLM® Conductor Monitor  provides a 
complete picture of conductor behavior including 
actual conductor clearance-to-ground, conductor 
temperature, line current, and vibration.  Unlike 
other transmission line monitors that use ancillary 
measurements to infer sag, not clearance, the TLM 
monitor provides accurate, actionable, clearance-to-
ground distance.  The TLM monitor is an affordable, 
easily installed, self-powered conductor monitoring 
solution for system voltages up to 765kV.

Conductor Clearance
The distance of the nearest object to the conductor is 
measured using an on-board LiDAR sensor providing 
a highly accurate (+/-0.3% at 120 feet) line clearance 
measurement regardless of tower or insulator motion, 
varying span lengths, or other line conditions. Can be used 
to measure line clearance to under-crossing lines.

Line Current
Accurate line current is measured (+/- 1%) simultaneously 
with conductor clearance and temperatureº, critical 
information on lines with multiple taps. 

Conductor and Ambient Temperature 
Keep track of excessive temperatures that lead to 
conductor annealing. Provide input to dynamic line rating 
systems such as Lindsey’s SMARTLINE™ software.

Vibration
Three-axis MEMS accelerometer and built-in Fast Fourier 
Transform processing monitors the vibration frequency 
spectrum of the conductor providing tilt and roll indication 
and detection of the abnormal vibration patterns 
associated with line galloping and Aeolian vibration.

Self-Powered, Simple Installation 
Self-powered by line current as low as 100A.  Fast live line 
installation using hot stick or bare hand practices.

Self-Healing Mesh Radio Communications
Built in self-healing mesh wireless radio utilizing AES-256 
bit encryption passes data from one-sensor to the next. 
Lindsey TLM Endpoint RTU provides secure transmission 
of data to the cloud or directly behind utility firewalls.

Real Time Transmission 
Line Conductor Monitor

TLM CONDUCTOR MONITOR



Flexible Data Output
All data from the TLM monitor may be directly passed as SCADA 
points for immediate use without the need for additional 
software. Lindsey TLM Dashboard application provides a 
graphical view of historical data, and may be accessed from the 
cloud or optionally, behind company firewalls.

SMARTLINE Reliability Based Line Rating
Data feeds from the TLM monitor may be passed to 
Lindsey’s SMARTLINE™ dynamic line rating (DLR) system. 
The SMARTLINE system uses reliability-based rating and 
forecasting techniques and data from TLM conductor 
monitors to learn - over time - the relationship between 
conductor clearance, equivalent average conductor 
temperature, electric load and weather.   This data is 
calibrated to IEEE Standard 738’s relationship between 
load, conductor temperature and actual weather data to 
provide an accurate and intelligent basis for determining 
clearance based line ratings under all conditions.
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Parameter Specification

Communication frequency band 915MHz +/- 13MHz

Direct communication range 1.0 mile min

Cunductor current 100A to 1500A

Conductor voltage 750kV max

AC voltage frequency 50Hz - 60Hz

Conductor temperature 250°C max

Ambient temperature 180°C max

Conductor size "1"" to 1.8"" dia"

Vibration sensor frequency 1KHz max

Tilt-pitch -90° to +90°

Angle-roll -90° to +90°

Height sensor distance 120ft max

Height sensor accuracy "+/- 4""

Operating ambient temperature -40°F to 122°F

Dimensions "16.5""(L) x 6.75""(W) x 8.75""(H)"

Weight <25lbs

Clearance, Not Sag
Other line monitors used for applications such as dynamic line 
rating (DLR) provide only estimates of line sag. The LiDAR unit in 
the TLM monitor measures what is really needed; line clearance.

Specifications
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Real Time Transmission
Line Conductor Monitoring

Lindsey Monitoring Compliance Features Accessed through Computer Dash Board
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